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Positivity of the Weights of Extended

Gauss-Legendre Quadrature Rules

By Giovanni Monegato*

Abstract.  We show that the weights of extended Gauss-Legendre quadrature rules are

all positive.

1. Introduction. We consider extended Gauss-Legendre quadrature formulas,

i.e., integration rules of the type

(1) J"_\ fix)dx = ¿ 4"> /$«>) +   £   5<">/0<n>) + /?„(/),
1=1 1=1

where %j"\ /= 1, ...,«, are the zeros of the nth degree Legendre polynomial P„(x),

while the nodes xj"\j = 1,2, . . . , n + 1, and the weights A)"', BJ"^ are chosen so

that (1) has degree of exactness p = 3n + 1 (3n + 2 if n is odd), i.e., Rn(f) = 0

whenever /is a polynomial of degree up to p.  If we denote by En+X(x) the polyno-

mial of degree n + 1, whose zeros are the abscissas xj"',j =1,2,...,« + 1, then

En +, 0) has to satisfy the following orthogonality relation

/!, Pn(x)En+x(x)xkdx = 0,      k = 0,l,...,n.

Szegö [4] has studied En + j (x) in a different context and gives some very in-

teresting results.   For instance, he proves that the nodes xj"' are in (— 1, 1) and inter-

lace with the zeros of P„(x).

Formulas for the computation of the weights A\"' and Bj"' are given in [2],

[3]. In [2] it is shown that the BJn^s axe positive; however, nothing has been said

about the sign of A)"'.  In this note we show that the weights AJ"~* are also positive.

2. Positivity of A\n'.  We consider the Legendre function of second kind

1 fi   PÂi)
(2) Qn(x) = \LlxA1tdt>      »>1.

defined for any x in the complex plane cut along the segment [— 1, 1 ] ; we introduce

the function

(3) Qn(*) = \   lim   [ß„(* + «'«O + CO - »e)l,
L e-* + 0

which is analytic on (-1, 1).  It is known [5, p. 78] that
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(4) Um    [ß„0 + «O - Qn(x - ie)] = -hrP„(x),      -1< x < 1.
e-> + 0

From (2), (3) and (4), and recalling Lebesgue's convergence theorem, it then follows

that at the zeros %f"\ i — 1,. . . ,«, of y°nO) we have

Let now

I Xn/2 cos 0,      « even,
En + i(cos 0) = Ao cos(" + 00 + ^i cos(« - 1)0 + •

and

M\n-rl)/2> "0dd'

Xn,2 sin 0,      « even,
e« +1 (0) = \ sm(" + 00 + Xj sin(« - 1)0 + • • ■ + j

0, « odd,

where x = cos 0, 0 < 0 < tt, and, as known [4], X0 = (2n + l)!/(22"(n!)2). Then,

Szegó in his paper [4, p. 507] gives the following inequality

(6) ön(cos 0)£„ +, (cos 0) + | P„(cos 0)e„ +, (0) > 1,      0 < 0 < tt,

which implies that at the nodes £>"'

(?) l^+iöfty>l&itf0)."1.    i-l,...,«.

We are now ready to prove the following

Theorem. 77ie weights A\"^ and BJ"^ of the extended Gauss-Legendre rules

are always positive.

Proof. The positivity of BJ"^ has already been proved in [2]. In that paper,

the following expression for the weights AJ"^ has also been given

(8) ¿fO-aj-)-|jV    . .h"----,      i=l,...,n,

where HJn) = 2\Qni^"))\/\P'ni$n))\ axe the weights of the «-point Gauss-Legendre

rule, hn = 2/(2« + 1), kn = (2«)!/(2>!)2) and qn + i(x) = l/(2%)ff„ + 1(jc). Re-

calling (7), from (8) we have

AW>HinUl -—2"-1X0j=0,

which proves the theorem.

What follows is an immediate consequence (see for example [5, Theorem 15.2.2])

of the theorem we have just proved.

Corollary.   77ie quadrature process defined by (1) is convergent for every

function fix) which is Riemann-integrable in [— 1, 1], i.e., lim^^, Rn(f) = 0.

Remark.   In his paper, Szegö derives, although not explicitly stated, the analogue

of (6) for rules of type (1) with a weight function of the form (1 - x2)?'^, when
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0 < p < 1.  In a way very similar to the Legendre case, it may then be shown that

the weights of that type of rules are positive, too.  For p = 0, I see [2].
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